
Math Apps 

This is a “working list” of apps that I have downloaded for the iPads I have used 

with the children I work with (2nd grade classroom, math enrichment classes, and 

tutoring grades 1-4).  Some apps were free; others I have willingly paid for. Often 

I will find a promising app when searching so I caution anyone against downloading 

an app that I note I have not used yet.  Note that some apps are “iPad” only while 

some are for both. 

Math: 

 

 

Measurement 

There are not many apps out there for elementary measurement concepts, but 

these two have promise. 

 

This app cost $4.99 but I purchased it to be a resource.  I’ve used it a few 

times to reinforce math vocabulary and concepts. It is more “kid friendly” for 

lower grades than the math glossary app I got for free. 

This was a free app and I find it is helpful for me to refresh my memory in 

times of “need”.  Not one for elementary students to use directly. 

This app cost $1.99.  It is best suited primarily for early grades, although it 

appeals to my 2nd graders.  It is very basic in terms of concepts but I like 

that it includes length, weight and volume ideas as well as time.  Search: 

measurement 



 

Time and Money 

Telling time and counting money are more challenging for young learners.  While 

some of these apps may be more difficult, I like the self-checking features. 

 

 

 

 

Search: My first weighing exercises to find this app.  It cost $1.99.  It 

provides opportunities to work with grams and ounces.  You use fruits on one 

side of the balance and weights on the other.  There are 3 different “levels”; 

the first is matching; you are given an item and drag objects to the other side 

to balance.  The second level lets you use multiple objects to balance and 

challenges number concepts; the third is more exploratory.  *Uses ½ weights 

so some parts may be challenging for younger learners. 

This app is “telling time: photo touch” and is $.99.  I have used it many times 

with students 1-1 because I like the ability to customize the options.  

Students are given a time and then have to find the matching analogue clock 

given several choices.  As the student progresses the number of choices 

increases. 

This app costs $2.99 and was a recent purchase.  I have not had an 

opportunity to use it yet, but it looks promising.  Search: Interactive Telling 

Time 

Counting money was a free app.  I’ve used it a bit as a math station.  Students 

are given a total and asked to add or subtract coins to make the total.  It is 

challenging for developing learners, even at the “beginning level”. 

This $.99 app is called Make change-counting coins.  It has real coins including 

half dollars.  It is not extremely easy to use as the only function I’ve been 

able to figure out is dragging change into a text box.  Here’s a sample: “If an 

item costs $0.66 and you’re given $0.75, Make Change.”  I like that children 

can keep moving coins and it will not reinforce their effort until they have put 

the correct number of coins in the box. 



 

 

  

Addition/subtraction 

There are tons of apps for basic fact computation but these apps are for 

adding/subtracting only. 

 
 

 

This free app is called Counting Coins.  It has real coins and offers options to 

drag and match coins making combinations with the same value, gives a total 

for coins to be matched to, shows a sequence of coins and asks for the total 

to be entered, and allows students to drag a collection of coins onto a table 

and then will show the value for them. 

This free app is called Coin Math.  It provides half dollars, silver dollars and 

“gold” dollar pieces.  There are 11 options from “what the coins look like” to 

“advanced make change”.  I like it as a reference but feel the activities have 

too many coins that are not “typical” in daily use and I think that can be very 

confusing for children.  Great for exposure and challenge however…and it is 

free! 

This app is called “Freefall Money” and it is a recent find, but it is the most 

promising because it seems the most versatile.  It costs $1.99.  I’ve not used 

it with students yet, but had fun sampling it! 

Everyday Mathematics Addition Top it and Subtraction Top it are great!  I 

was able to get them during a free offer; they are regularly $1.99 each. 

They are set up for 2 players to “compete” 

Everyday Mathematics Tric Trac is a favorite in my classroom!  I was able to 

get them during a free offer; it is regularly $1.99 each. 

They are set up for 2 players to “compete” and is similar to “shut the box”.  

It gets children to explore “strategy” play as they make basic computations 

(combinations to 10). 



 

 

 

Multiplication/division 

There are tons of apps for basic fact computation but these apps are for 

multiplication/division only. 

 

 

Close to 20, 100, 1000 is a free app that I only recommend because it is free 

and is one of the games we play as part of our Investigations program.  When 

it isn’t glitch-y and slow it is a good game.  

Everyday Mathematics Baseball Multiplication (1-6 and 1-12) are great; my 3rd 

and 4th graders love to review their facts with these and I use them to sort 

what they know easily.  I like that there is no pressure to answer facts 

quickly and children get 3 strikes to try.  I was able to get them during a free 

offer; they are regularly $1.99 each. They are set up for 2 players to 

“compete”. 

Everyday Mathematics Beat the Computer Multiplication is more geared 

towards fast fact recall so it can be frustrating for children that do not like 

that added pressure.  I was able to get it during a free offer; they are 

regularly $1.99 each. 

 

10 Frame Fill is a free app that I recommend for children who are not fluent 

with ways to make 10 quickly.  If a child knows combinations of 10 easily, they 

have a very strong foundation.  This app focuses on being able to “see” those 

combinations.  

Motion Math: Hungry Fish is advertised as a free app, but to really enjoy it, 

you have to purchase the upgrade…and it is WELL worth it!  I have two other 

apps by this maker and they are great.  I recently got this app and LOVE how 

engaging it is!  You can get addition, subtraction, and negative numbers 

separately as upgrades or all 3 as a package.  I love that it is not necessarily a 

“timed” app so children do not feel pressured to compute quickly. 



 

 

 

 

Computation 

There are SO many apps available that provide basic computation practice.  These 

are the ones I have. 

 

 

Everyday Mathematics Divisibility Dash has been popular with my 4th graders.   

It is set up as a one player game.  Children get a “divisor” and a selection of 

digits.  The goal is to tap “digits” to find two digit numbers that can be 

divided by the divisor.  Hard to explain…easy to play after some trial and 

area.  I’ve found it great for 1-1 practice because I can use it for further 

instruction. I was able to get it during a free offer; they are regularly $1.99 

This app is called Brain Thaw and is perfect for practicing the concepts of 

factors and multiples.  I’ve used it for supporting review with my 4th graders 

and when they use it independently, they like to have a dry erase board handy. 

It cost $.99 and is made for iPhone/iTouch, but enlarges for the iPad. 

 

Everyday Mathematics Name That Number is designed to have students practice 

“order of operations” as they use given numbers and choose from “+”, “-“, “x”, or “÷ “ 

as they string number together to make a target number.  (Example: make 8 using 7, 

3, 5, 6, 2). This app will be difficult if students do not know order of operations 

because there isn’t a way to use ( ) in their expressions; they will have to experiment.  

I was able to get it during a free offer; they are regularly $1.99 each. 

Multiplication Genius is free for 2’s, 3’s, 4’s, and 5’s.  The full version goes all 

the way up to 19.  It is a timed practice app, but is set up as “multiple choice” 

so rather than enter an answer, a correct answer can be selected.  This takes 

pressure off of new learners who are still working at the concept level and 

are working towards accuracy. 

 

Motion Math Wings is an interesting multiplication app that appeals to visual and 

tactile learners.  Right now it is free (I paid for it when I got it.)  This shows 

multiplication in arrays which is a great alternative but it can be fast paced! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Math Drills offers a “lite” version for free that works fine for students to use on 

iTouch or phone devices.  I have the full version for $1.99 because I can enter in 

several students.  This app is exclusively for fact fluency practice or drills.  You can 

go to settings to just provide practice with facts that an individual still needs to work 

on. (For example, eliminate facts already mastered to work on those that still need 

practice.) 

Pop math offers a lite version, but the “plus” version is only $.99.  This drill 

app offers facts in bubbles as “equations” and “answers” that you pop to 

match.  (Example, if you pop 5 + 7, then you need to pop 12 to match.)  The  

“popping” aspect makes this drill app more interesting. 

 

My Math Flash Cards app is a free drill app.  It is a “timed” app requiring the 

answers to be entered via a keypad so it lacks the excitement of other apps 

for drill practice. 

 

Partial sums addition is an app that works as an “instructional” app as well as a 

practice app.  However it costs $3.99 so it isn’t practical for a single student 

use because it focuses on a single strategy.  If this strategy works for your 

child, then the app is beneficial. 

 

Partial differences subtraction is another app that works as an “instructional” 

app as well as a practice app.  It too costs $3.99 so it isn’t practical for a 

single student use because it focuses on a single strategy.  This app however 

shows students “negative” numbers. 

 

This is a $1.99 app.  It provides practice with addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division at a very fast pace.  A fact is presented with 4 

answer choices and the child has to make a selection quickly before the 

choices disappear. 

 



 

Fractions 

I have found fraction apps to either be for “beginners” or for more advanced 

students…not a great deal in between.  Still these are some good ones. 

 

 

 

 

Everyday Math Equivalent Fractions requires understanding of fractions 

because children have to have a foundation to use this app effectively 

(otherwise they are just dragging things around without really knowing what 

they are doing.)  This app is $1.99 (unless you find it during a “free offer”.) 

 

Pizza Fractions: Beginning with Simple Fractions is one of three similar apps 

and is the only “free” one.  It is just that…simple and basic; geared for 

identifying fractional parts. 

 

Pizza Fractions: Basic Conversions is the second one in this set and is $.99.  

It requires an understanding of reducing fractions.  Children can “peek” to 

see what the simplest form would be so that is helpful. (Ex: 10/12 = 1/3, 2/8 

or 5/6; not sure…peek!) 

 

Pizza Fractions: Comparing Simple Fractions is the third one in this set and is 

$.99.  It requires an understanding of equivalent fractions as students are 

given 2 fractions and asked to choose “> = <” to compare.  The “peek” option is 

available here too, but I think students need to be monitored to make sure 

they are trying to think about the fractions and not just relying on the “peek” 

Math Bingo is $0.99 and is another computation practice game.  A bingo board 

offers answers and equations are given so that children can match answers. 

While there is a timer, it is not threatening for the learner that still needs 

time to compute. 

 



 
Geometry 

There are many “games” that involve shapes, but these are apps that support 

geometric concepts in 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grade. 

 

 

 

 

This app is called “Motion Math HD” and is by one of my favorite “app 

makers”. It is a fraction app for $2.99.  Once a child understands how to 

order fractions between 0 and 1, this is awesome for practice.  The object is 

to “bounce” a fraction in a “ball” by tilting your device.  It provides hints and 

is very reinforcing!  I love playing it myself! 

Symmetry Shuffle is one of my favorite apps and is totally worth $1.99 

(appeals to adults too…my dad loves playing this one!)  This app allows the 

exploration of flips, slides, and rotations.  While it doesn’t necessarily 

reinforce symmetry, it does develop spatial concepts. 

 

Symmetry Lab Basic is a free app that allows some exploration with rotational 

symmetry.  When you touch one area, it simultaneously makes the same 

“mark” all around.  This app is truly a “lab”! 

 

Tap Tap blocks is a free app that allows for the exploration of 3-D shapes on 

a 2-D surface.  Children can rotate a block and build on to it. 

 

Shape Shift HD is a free game.  I like that it allows children to play with 

basic shapes in a problem solving aspect.  It isn’t a “geometry” app necessarily 

but I like what it offers…and it is FREE! 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Shapzzle is a free game.  It too allows children to play with basic shapes in a 

problem solving aspect.  It isn’t a “geometry” app necessarily but I like what it 

offers…and it is FREE!  This app is rather challenging…younger children won’t 

really understand what they are doing when they “tap”. 

 

3D Shape Shifter 2 HD is another free app that allows for some great 

exploration of a 3 dimensional shape. 

 

Geospin HD is a $.99 app that allows children to explore the “faces” of a 3-

dimensional shape in a game aspect.  I love that you can turn the shape as you 

fill in the faces and that the shape is “transparent” as you are placing 

matching faces. 

 

Zentomino HD is free and a great “puzzle” app.  Traditional “pentominoes” are 

fun, but challenging to manipulate as is so this may not appeal to 

everyone…still it is free! 

 

TanZen HD is similar to Zentomino, but is $2.99 and uses the standard 

“tangram” pieces (two large triangles, two small triangles, one medium, one 

square, and one parallelogram).  Not as “frustrating” as Zentominoes can be, 

but still offers a good “spacial” challenge. 

 

Angle Meter HD lite is worth the price…FREE! It uses your devices camera to 

measure angles…I think it is just neat to use with children who are learning 

about angle measurements to explore with. 

 



Number concepts 

These apps range age levels and basic number concepts. 

 

 

 

 

 

100’s chart for kids is $0.99.  It reinforces skip counting by 1-10 as well as 

15, 20, 25, and 50.  It gives children a chart of numbers up to 100 so it helps 

reinforce rote counting as well.  The downside is that students can select 

numbers out of order when counting.  Older students can use for multiples. 

 

Hundred board 101-200 costs $1.99 but is well worth the cost for a child who 

is still working on counting beyond 100. This app requires numbers be placed 

back onto a hundred chart in sequence starting with 101.  There is also a 1-

100 app as well. 

 

Number line is a free app that I’ve found interesting as an adult.  You are 

given 9 “numbers” (fractions, decimals, percentages) and you drag them to a 

number line placing them in order from “smallest” to “largest”.  This is a good 

practice app for students who understand these number concepts and the 

“self-checking” feature is good for those still developing understanding. 

Everyday Math Monster Squeeze is for comparing numbers between 1-10.  It 

uses language like “smaller” and “larger” as players try to “guess” the secret 

number.  I recommend this for very young learners.  This app is $1.99 (unless 

you find it during a “free offer”.) 

 

Motion Math Zoom is initially acquired as a free app however after you are 

hooked, you can’t help but get the full upgrade for $5.99.  It is by far one of 

my FAVORITE apps because it helps children develop number concepts into 

the thousands, and as their understanding grows, it allows for negative 

number concepts, and decimals. 



 

 

 

 

 

Lobster Diver is an incredible FREE app.  While it appears “too easy” for older 

students with the first screen, it gets challenging quick!  The premise is to 

find a given numbers on a number line in a set amount of time. Numbers to 

locate include negatives and fractions.  Children who are able to progress 

through the challenges eventually get to decimals too. 

Pearl Diver is identical to Lobster Diver; it too is free but the theme is 

different. 

 

Rounding is $0.99.  It isn’t very interesting.  I got it to help 4th graders 

practice rounding concepts.  Since there are not many options for this 

concept, it does the job without a great deal of student excitement. 

 

I stumbled onto this free “game” app and became quite addicted to it for a 

long time!  It is a great thinking app because you have to move numbers into 

sequence by swapping them while at the same time making sure you don’t 

“block” yourself. 

 

Counting Caterpillars is $1.99 and is a very engaging app for younger students 

who need counting practice up to 100.  It provides counting by 2’s, 5’s, and 

10’s. 

 



 

 

 

  

Hundreds chart is $1.99 and offers manipulation of a hundreds chart to 

explore number patterns.  Good for exploring multiplication, division, prime 

and composite numbers as well as primary number concepts. 

 



Other Math Apps 

Here are some other “math apps” I’ve got: 

 

 

 

 

 

Bugs and Buttons is a $2.99 app that offers some really great options.  Most 

of the “games” are math based and the graphics are amazing!  The bugs are 

incredibly realistic so it is a hit with children.  I think it is worth the price 

for the many things it offers.   It is geared more for younger learners in 

terms of concepts practiced. 

This is the free version of the 2nd grade Splash Math app.  After purchasing 

the 3rd grade version, I am not compelled to pay the $4.99 for the 2nd grade 

one.  While advertised as “2nd grade” there are practice items in this app that 

are not completely compatible with our curriculum.  It is fine for extra 

practice but should not be used as a measure for success. 

I paid $4.99 for this app to provide a range of practice to third graders I’ve 

worked with.  I found that some things were “too easy” and others I had to 

teach concepts that were not part of our 3rd grade curriculum for children to 

use.  I would recommend for practice and review but would advise parents to 

use with their child so they don’t just “guess” at unfamiliar items. 

Prime Smash is a great free app for practicing prime numbers. I use it with 

4th graders to review prime numbers (thus reviewing composite numbers).  

Students who need to think carefully about numbers may be frustrated by 

the fast pace/timed aspect of the app. 

 

I LOVE this free Sudoku app!!!  Addicting and fun for all ages.  The 

manipulative feature is great for younger players who are new to the game. 

 


